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Notes from
North of the

Border
By

• Harold Don A n

"For Old Times' Sake"
$20 Note Classics
Survive

THEY'RE SPORTING A
proud new sign at the

banking office closest to where
we live: "TD Canada Trust."
The bold, white-on-green sig-
nage perpetuates a Toronto-
Dominion Bank branch.
Toronto-Dominion itself dates
from 1955, from a "marriage of
equals" of the Bank of Toronto
(founded 1856) and the
Dominion Bank (1869), two of
Canada's "final ten" note issu-
ing chartered banks. None of
which, however, suggests that the new institution
might wish to be considered "the bank where time
once stood still."

"If it works, don't fix it." On, one assumes, that
venerable principle, mid-Victorian bank note
designs were retained by the Bank of Toronto .. .
right through
to the discon-
tinuation of
such bank cur-
rency during
World War II.

T h e
wood-burning
locomotive
chugging
across the
ornate face of
the distinctive
"Toronto" $20
much attract-

ed me in my collecting youth, as did the note's like-
ness of a young Queen Victoria, and its pleasing
"milkmaid" vignette with its cow, calf, and duck.

Introduced as a high value in 1880, the Toronto
$20 attractively assembles vignettes, contemporary
lettering, and lathe work elements, to an overall
effect retained and well perpetuated in the illustrat-
ed, still negotiable "small chartered" of 1935. Black
intaglio, on mottled yellow under printing.
Medallion engraved likenesses of Queen Victoria
and Albert, her prince consort, feature on an orange
reverse. Prince Albert had died in 1861.

An "old timer" note design, one still "on active
service" when I began collecting. I liked its "look"
then, and still do today.

Another old "friend" is a large size reminder of
oldtime Canada, too. "Canada's first bank," the
Bank of Montreal, released this Edwardian $20

some 100 years ago. The author was privileged to
save the remarkable rarity from the furnace, and has
cherished it for almost half of its long life.

On our good days, we collectors preserve
History, and these two $20s have been fine compan-
ions to this collector for a good long while. 4•
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cess. The Bank Note Reporter ad has brought in about 10
members over several months. Should we offer book or ad
discounts for new members? Should we add 3-5 year mem-
bership deals?

Election Committee report. Bob Moon, substituting for
Election Chairman Tom Minerley, reported that Bob
Cochran, Gene Hessler, Tom Minerley, and Jamie Yakes
were elected. There were 153 ballots (154 last year).

Old Business

Election of Officers. The SPMC Board elects officers.
President Horstman said he would not run for re-election.
Nominations included Benny Bolin, president; Mark
Anderson, vice president; Bob Schreiner, secretary; and Bob
Moon, treasurer. All were elected. The new treasurer will
seek bonding, as required by the bylaws.

Board resignation and appointment. Bob Moon
announced that he would resign as a Board member but
continue as treasurer. His resignation was accepted. Board
candidate Wes Duran was appointed to fill Moon's remain-
ing term (2 years). Duran accepted.

Financial matters. There was discussion about adding a
second person as check signer. It was moved by Bolin and
seconded by Minerley that the secretary should be the sec-
ond signer. Motion passed. During the transition to the
new treasurer, Anderson will continue to write checks. We
also need an audit committee. New Board member Duran
noted that he is an experienced auditor. Anderson also
reported that he was working on establishing a more for-
mal financial arrangement with the publisher/editor of
Paper Money. Anderson also produced a separate document
that outlined backup and redundancy procedures for criti-
cal documents such as financial records, Paper Money files,
and membership records.

1929 Project—Arri Jacob. He raised again the issue of
dropping this project. Should we offer the material to
author(s) known to be working on this subject? A motion
was made by Schreiner, seconded by Cochran: SPMC will

drop the project and offer the data to anyone on a non-
exclusive basis for the cost of copying the material. SPMC
retains the original material. Jacob has the material and
will send it to the library. Motion passed.

Awards. There are matters unresolved with respect to the
physical awards for the new awards. Did we ever decide
on a final design? What is the cost from Medallic Arts for
the proposed physical realization for the Founder's Award?
We recalled it was about $40-50 each in quantity 20, but
Reed will check. Reed and the head of the Awards
Committee will clarify this and other details. We also need
to determine the physical Awards of Merit. For the literary
awards (6 categories, first and second), Wolka suggested
something that can be used, such as clocks. The new mem-
ber recruitment award, Blanchard award, and best exhibit
in show are all physically the same. We intend to keep like
awards about the same across all awards.

Memberships as gifts. We discussed providing major
advertisers with bulk memberships that they could use
with their customers. They would be for one year and then
renewable the usual way. We can start by giving 10. We
also discussed permitting auction houses and other third
parties to purchase bulk memberships as gifts to clients.
Both were already adopted as a part of the "Modest
Proposal." The former was moved by Anderson, seconded
by Schreiner. Motion passed.

New Business

Slabbing. President Horstman circulated examples of
slabbed (commercially graded and sealed) paper money.

Bylaws. Copies of the current bylaws were distributed to
Board members.

Other. There were calls for congratulations and honors for
outgoing President Horstman, incoming President Bolin,
and past President Clark, who now rotates off the Board.
Unanimously supported by the Board.

President Horstman adjourned the meeting at 11:00am. +

Where are the snows of yesteryear? the beardless portrait? the fakes?
From "Fractional Currency," a paper read by Henry Russell Drowne, Secretary at a meeting of the American
Numismatic &Archaeological Society, published in the January 1889 issue of American Journal of Numismatics:

.. The 50c Lincoln, engraved by Mr. Charles Burt, is generally regarded as the finest example of portraiture in
the entire line, and in fact is has been referred to as one of the finest engraved portraits of Lincoln. Two portraits
were engraved for this note; the first was without the beard and much better looking, but was condemned and
preference given to the later picture, which was considered more accurate.... The fractional currency unfortunate-
ly was largely counterfeited, and it was principally this fact that necessitated the frequent changes.... It is said that

counterfeits of the 50q Lincoln, Fourth Issue, appeared
almost as soon as the genuine notes, and were so decep-
tive that the issue was abandoned, consequently but few
went into general circulation. In the last issues the silk-
mixed paper proved more efficacious, and counterfeits
were seldom seen." Ye olde Editor has been searching
for these bogus Abes for inclusion in a book on the coins
and currency of Abraham Lincoln. Can you help? All
contributions can be confidential, if desired.
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